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Season 8, Episode 12
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Expert



The shooting of two people in a restaurant restroom takes some abrupt turns as they try to discover who exactly the intended victim was, and the prosecutors have to deal with a defendant claiming to have been in a dissociative state while committing the crime-- the same defense used years before by the defendant's father.
Quest roles:
J.K. Simmons(Emil Skoda), Joanna Merlin(Deirdre Powell), Christine Farrell(Arlene Shrier), Ben Hammer(Herman Mooney), Stephen Pearlman(Leon Mayer), Matthew Sussman(Dr. Jerome Raleigh), Mary Elaine Monti(Claudia Paswell), Judy Kuhn(Adrienne Longmire), Vera Farmiga(Lindsay Carson), Adam Busch(Mark), Fred Burrell(Phil Lamar), Michael DeVries(Paul Bellamy), Paul D'Ambrosio(Mike Thompson), Sam Catlin(Maitre D'), Matt Loney(Larry Newman), Tracy Dillon(Jennifer), Natalie Picoe(Gayle Landis), Lisa Altomare(Marilyn), Tracy Sallows(Phyllis Benning), Jennifer Courtney(Karen Yellin), Jack Koenig(Mr. Swift), Ron Faber(Pepitone), Angie Levrone(Cheri), Richard Hughes(Franklin Praeger), Armand Dahan(Pretzel Vendor), Andrew Van Dusen(Andy), John Camire(Paul), Jim Sterling(Uniform Policeman)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 January 1998, 22:00
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